Let q be a prime power, F, a field with q elements, / € F 4 [z] a polynomial of degree n ^ 1, V(/) = #/(F,) the number of different values /(a) of / , with a € F , , and p = q -V(/). It is shown that either p = 0 or 4n 4 > q or 2pn > q. Hence, if q is "large" and / is not a permutation polynomial, then either n or p is "large".
Possible cryptographic applications have recently rekindled interest in permutation polynomials, for which p = 0 in the notation of the abstract (see Lidl and Mullen [10] ). There is a probabilistic test for permutation polynomials using an essentially linear (in the input size nlogg) number of operations in F ? (von zur Gathen [5] ). There are rather few permutation polynomials: a random polynomial in F, [z] of degree less than q is a permutation polynomial with probability q\/, or about e~q . For cryptographic applications, we think of q as being exponential, about 2^, in some input size parameter N; then this probability is doubly exponentially small: e~2 .
In the hope of enlarging the pool of suitable polynomials, one can relax the notion of "permutation polynomial" by allowing a few, say polynomially many in N, values of F , not to be images of / : p = N°^. There is a probabilistic test for this property, whose expected number of operations is essentially linear in nplogq (von zur Gathen [5] ). The purpose of this note is to show that this relaxation does not include new examples with q large and n, p small: if p ^ 0, then either + 4n 4 > q or 2pn > q (Corollary 2 (ii)).
The theorem below provides quantitative versions of results of Williams [15] , Wan [14] , and others, which we now first state. As an application, we will show that a naive probabilistic polynomial-time test for permutation polynomials has a good chance of success; this could not be concluded from the previous less quantitative versions.
If [14] ). There exist ci, c 2 , . . . such that for any separable f € F,[z] of degree n we have: If q ^ c n and f is a permutation polynomial, then f is exceptional. (iii) (Williams [15] ) If q is a fixed prime, large compared with n, say q 9 o(n), and p = 0(1) (that is, p depends only on n, but not on q), then f is exceptional (hence, by (i), a permutation polynomial). (iv) (von zur Gathen and Kaltofen [6] , and Kaltofen [9] ) There is a probabilistic test whether f is exceptional using a number of operations in F , that is polynomial in nlogq.
We will establish quantitative versions of Facts (ii) and (iii). The proof follows the lines of Williams' argument; a central ingredient is, as in Williams' and Wan's work, Weil's theorem on the number of rational points of an algebraic curve over a finite field. PROOF: Since any linear polynomial is a permutation polynomial and exceptional (that is, a = 0), we may assume that n ^ 2. For 1 ^ i < n , let be the set of points with exactly i preimages under / , and r< = #Ri. Then (J 
Subtracting (1) from (2), we find be the curve defined by hi, Xi = Xi D Fj its rational points, n; = deghi, and X -U Xi. We observe that f(x) -/(y) is squarefree, since for a factor h 2 one finds, by differentiating, that h divides gcd(/'(x), /'(y)) = 1. In particular, x -y does not divide /*, and if A C K 2 is the diagonal, then X< ^ A for all t. Then 
>aq-J2 (
The maximum value of J^ (n; -l)(nj -2) with 53 n» ^ H -1 and 1 n i,...,n a is achieved at ( n i , . . . , n v ) = (n -<r, 1, . . . , 1), where it equals (n -a -l ) ( n -<r -2) ^ (n -2)(n -3). Adding the terms n? into the last sum, we find again that ^ n i^i reaches, under the given conditions, its maximum at the same (T»I, . . . , n^). Its value there is (n -a) + (a -l)(n -a) + (<r -1)<T/2. This function achieves its maximum (n -1) at a = 1. Since X \ (JC D A) C 5 , we have from these estimates and (4), (5), and (6)
To prove (i), it is sufficient to have the right hand side of (7) nonnegative. This is clearly the case for n ^ q 1 '*, since a ^ 1. To prove (ii), we note that Using this for u -q 1^, assuming q ^ e~2n 4 (which implies u ^ 2e -1 / 2 ^ 6), and using (7), we have
>{* e)«- We obtain a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm to test whether a given polynomial / G F,[x] of degree n is a permutation polynomial, as follows. We first note that any u € F , has exactly one preimage under / (that is, #/ -1 ({u}) = 1) if and If q ^ 4n 4 , we have the following probabilistic algorithm, with a confidence parameter e > 0 as further input. We choose k = [2nlog e e~1] elements u 6 F , independently at random, and test whether u has exactly one preimage under / . If this is not the case for some, u, then / is not a permutation polynomial. If it is true for all u tested, then we declare / to be a permutation polynomial. It may of course happen that / is not a permutation polynomial and this test answers incorrectly; the probability of this event is at most k / a \ 2n*Jb/2n
by Corollary 2 (ii). The cost is k gcd's or 0~( n l o g e 1 • nlogg) operations in F , .
This test is conceptually much simpler than the one in von zur Gathen [5] ; however, that test is more efficient, using only O~(nloge~1) operations (if e ^ q~1).
